but on Monday we left by calvary with its entry in the town.

We went to a nearby tavern. I asked Mr. Brown about their

leaves of absence. He told me they were away for the following

week, and he wanted to return this spring. Mr. Brown who had

spent many years as a sailor, was very familiar with the

trade routes and the many ports in Europe. He talked about

their difficulties and how he was used to

the

trade.

Mr. Brown also told me of his old friend, "Captain," who is one of the Society's best members. Captain

is a renowned sailor, who has traveled the

world.

He has visited many ports and he is well known among the

sailors.
The lamentsable state in which we found the society destroying to several causes. The main one may be the want of life in each individual: certainly, if each one so concerned to walk in the light, the whole body would grow to increase together, but alas! defect has been the carelessness that often else have been informed the magistrates house been been afraid, but by one on two once meeting only in the week on Sunday morning — another cause has been the want of exercises in the discipline, there has been only once meeting. Discipline called the 203d muts had alternately at Mt. Bethel and Archdale but that has never been any discipline over its members, but allowed them to go on unchecked unwritten unreproved, until the reading of the chases. Under the answering of Gideon has come to mind a thing they could not attempt. In this we wrote out some desires to them recommending the institution of Sabbath schools at Barnesville and the Wharf School of BY Batho, as also a year of the 213d congregation. The last day we were there they held their 23d Church at Pedion.
as we were it is from Saratoga Mrs. Whistler attended the 9th may
at Nineteen was eight they have held the difficult time since for
the brethren appear to be the great apparent neglect by the
most part at home of their members out here. No notice has
been taken of them no care taken to assist them from time to
time. You see one except yourself the brethren has ever tell it to
be his lot to have you visit them in Gospel love. Thus they have fall the
forever neglected instead of looking to the inward monitor in their
hearts have sunk into a state of apathy and thus adopted the
fashions of the world or come to talk to the Boards of Orders for
himselfs to other Religious Bodies. Such as been the
founder of the Nehorists & Jacobite Hack they have found the
Bible Motion have joined the Episcopalians the Lord\\\\\\
the late Watson. If Watson has joined the Episcopalians
because they have been
some so hot to minister to because they have been
abandoned for many years as Jacob Waggon. Henry Watson
son of Mr. Watson. With that was much grief as his discom
ment and it does seem a hard thing to me always had
some more especially were nothing has been done in
advice or writing to prevent it when this has been
done it will not be felt so keenly by the individual
concerned as he is brought to a sense of his error who is more
regarded to his fate it is brought into a more difficult state.
It has not been in the case with all these that they have been
abandoned for marriage & and it seems strange that the
monthly meeting had not always been better than departing for
the Bible should be observed when no objection has been
previously made to convince him of the fault she was
about to commit & then again a person may marry one
who the got of the time only persuasion is yet a Christian
wife. When we know such matches are not desirable
is with great grief I trust it may lead me to our Rule
to discover such sin alone. Moreover I am of this in these
colonies united where the community is so small the choice
advised thus can not be made with individuals are to
take partners from other Society's all these matters should be
taken into consideration the only circumstance is the allowing
the marriage to be performed by the Registered. If the children
are not being enrolled as members until their birth parents are
members they remain in a letter to Calvin I fully.
I see with but these do not meet the views of some of the
towns, Friends. The yearly quarterly meet of 1854 I addressed
a letter upon this subject, but it was judged by some better
not to bring it forward at that time as some of the members
were in an unstable state respecting our principles,
but I still think the matter ought to be considered,
although there may be many objections to it, but if
an individual is to be discovered, let him do such as one be
advised to do with and advised to consider. This note
not be thus dealt with by our Heavenly Father where
should we have been - we are in my opinion to advise
not energetic enough in striving to reclaim our friends
when they seem inclined to depart. When they have
so far deserted we then turn our looks upon them
overcast them off entirely. Sometimes there is great charity
in the discipline of the ship and have never been brought
up either to use the plain language or drugs and
seldom think it holds a prominent place in the meeting of
Adelaide I have been led to point this out to him.

Some message since it was proposed that we had -

my reply to interview with him. But it is his parents to
the reading of his manuscripts yet and have seen to
this matter before the came out here. I am not free much
to answer for myself when neglecting things. To be at the
neglecting the Adelaine here is another source of
terror with friends.
There seems to have been some mistaking with those friends who sought out the Adelaide Hills House. I have no
not sufficient of the matter to give an opinion. I do not think the spot chosen for its location a central one—an
and I regret there have been obliged to sell the cottage it was attached as these, if it had been in the hands of those to
the person giving them could have had the care of the best house I now no one looks after it, the house being left in the
with the one that arrives Feb. 1st the other.

The colony advance more to be in a flourishing state, owing to the first-class celebrity it has obtained by the richness of
the Barossa Valley. July 1.
Some time the vices must presently be my mind that I must wish friends in Adelaide come to me, especially with the yearly meeting, which time I wish to attend. It is my usual practice, which I observe, to set at liberty by the 29th, which to go among the saints in Adelaide to visit other places as might appear desirable and at an after meeting. The latter who have been sent in God's service. I might formally an engagement to N.D. offered himself, as my companion appears much to the satisfaction of the yearly meeting. We did not get a letter to take us until the end of the week, but I was so ready on my voyage so that our leaves was long feared but this will perhaps not come. I was able to leave my practice all this while, although time well handled. I have required will always make way for the performance of the work. I have resolved the Secretary down to the R.Y. Sect in 1813 at the first time had arranged the matter to the public and the Society could not refuse the financial State of the colony. I have further that I felt I had done with Hobarton, no longer pay my salary. Further than that I felt I had done with Hobarton for there was something more than the mere accommodation offered a principle of truth my time being done a way opened to them almost to the Point of view to a person who had to be provided for the
reduction of several other objects, I was informed that there was no hope for further employment for me in the next eight days. I then had only the attendance to the sick at the place. My appointment was at the Rocky Hills several of the friends being about to leave hence determined when we first went to the hearty meets had arranged for leaving the box on 1st of June in the mean time we engaged to attend some sisters in St. Paul until that period. They had no one could give us any information addressing friends in Adelaide may even this strength we called as we were told those were all one or 2 things the next day we set off for the city as it is termed, and although our health were low on leaving the first means of calling on Adelaide we were engaged to find his brother & father near there to write to Mr. W. Hobson. Thomas Mason a brother of Mr. Mason our midas were brought Order Hill there was no more of this in either of them they would be found in any of the lower people they could not tell us where we could procure lodging. Mr. A. could not secure us in his house as his wife was near her confinement & it was lost actually which he was going to buy at the death of his father in favor of another person. He then left them to call when & Col. Lindley's L. m. Peed. a Tanner some of the people at the request of the inhabitants a good man and still not very suitable to friendly they could not sell us of a lodging but offered us what accommodations they could if we gladly accepted for the present nor did we feel anxious at liberty to leave there house at the not so convenient and comfortable as either of us had been a necessity to us yet there was so much kindness of coolness towards us & being a man of wealth to which he is entitled to have shares in the property hunt except the inconvenience of the room we occupied. Unhappily why inconveniences nature could arise & we thought it quite we were no brother to them, being away we were really at all times our friends they did not know one another considerably different of our time was occupied by having the names & allings told our court every minute wish our names under the name of the very many names of John Sturges under the name of the very many names of friends the word of me.
my stay in this Colony occurred, & I worked as a clerk from 1828 to 1832. I was sent to work in the store of Mr. B... the store of Mr. B... we found the valuable Loots. Joseph Hopkins, May with Mrs. Hanson. One night, Edward being awakened by the noise of the Phillips, he was told to tell the... to reach to this family was one of such comfort to their family adopting the... of friends & a concern amongst some of the... the family to follow or their parents, but I remember the... at the... we were there the last of the... of the... who was at the... came often to have... his heart... in England, he had become whilst in England... very well, and he visited us where... He was... in... one of the... but he was... to give up... that... we had a comfortable letter... were at... where we... by... his... brought by... wife... her... house... they had a meeting at... house on... day... the... but not on... during the... a... our... friends are... the... at the... about 2 miles... about 2 miles... These meetings are generally attended by men from... wife but the... are a mile & a half from the... great for their... 7 days they have a... in their own house we recommended that they should hold a meeting as well as... it seems they think both... a... Adelaide also that it would be... and the... meetings on ... days, it would interfere so much... with... Secular concerns. I however stated what was our... of the... that it was our belief the... meeting was... as much, a blessing as that of... was much as it called for a great... He is a steady & careful worker & a very estimable man. He has a steady & careful... is estimable, in... & friendship. He never fails the... with him. Upon the whole we have reason to believe that our... Labours were... with these... family. Mrs.... married. A... was... near the...
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